Balzers
Bad Ragaz
Bad RagArtZ 2018

No, Bad must not bad at all.
This year, there is nothing bad with BAD RAGAZ.
This year, we have BAD RAGARTZ! ENJOY INTERNATIONAL ART!
Then - stylish - a pleasurable bath in the spa.

On to the triennial of the sculptures 2018!

Cabrio-Elektro-HotelGespannenn a two to four-day visit is ideal.
With our

Starting at our base camp in Wittenbach, you will cycle via Sankt Gallen,
Speicherschwendi, Trogen and the Ruppen Pass road to Altstätten. In Sennwald
we load the electric convertible "BRUSA" (Neudorf 14) again "fast" on ...

Maybe we take a breather in the picturesque town of Werdenberg with its
upstream lake and the proud castle above?
In Bad Ragaz, we explore at a "first inspection" part of the extensive sculpture
park. Then we whiz via Maienfeld over the Sankt Luzisteig to Balzers, where we
spend the night at "Rosali".
Again we whiz back over Sankt Luzisteig, discover with pleasure further parts of
the sculpture park, and combine this with a walk through the Taminaschlucht
(small sculptures in the old bath), etc., etc. .....
insider:
OLD TOWN (alt-stadt) and / or (hongler-candles factory)
WERDENBERG (medieval town with castle)
BALZERS (burg gutenberg medieval)
SANTA LUZISTEIG (nature)
MAIENFELD (wine & heidi)
BALZERS (electro-charge at rosali & sleep & eat)
SARGANS (medieval castle)
PfÄFERS (imposing arch bridge, church)
CALFEISENTAL (wild-beautiful experience)

RESERVE one night.
BETTER but: two or three nights!
www.rosita.ch
www.rosali.li
www.badragartz.ch

Bad.Quelle.Kunst

BAD rag
BAD art
BAD tz
Art is game.
Game is water.
Game is fire.
Game is air.
Game is earth.
Game is All.
Game is law.
Game is you & WIRR.
Game means

WE.
Game is life.
Life is game.

Electric refueling and overnight stay at „Rosali.li“ at the Fürstenstrasse 5 in
Balzers, at the foot of the castle hill of Gutenberg Castle. Here is the ideal starting
point for Bad RagARTz, the Tamina gorge, the Calfeisental, for the Sargans castle
complex - or for the idyllic, medieval town of Werdenberg with its castle.
Information on +41 78 889 18 41.

